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Fiber Standard

Measurements

Cover

Additional Items Fabrics

Item code: 95090119 + fabric code

00091200002

00091100000 23091005002

Recommended number of deco cushions 
6× 60 × 50 + 4× 40 × 40 cm
6× 23½" ×19¾" + 4× 15¾" × 15¾" 
6× 95050087 + 4× 95050081

SWINGREST
Hanging Lounger

with Canopy

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

SWINGREST
Hanging lounger

Design by Daniel Pouzet | Item code: 091021 | Weight 45 kg/99 lbs | Volume 2,53 m³/89 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 6,80 m/9.00 yd (plain fabric only)

Collection: While it shares half of its name and much of its basket- like structure with DEDON´s iconic NESTREST, designer 
Daniel Pouzet´s latest creation, SWINGREST, is in a class all its own. From its rotating tabletop to its elegant suspension 
system, SWINGREST is the ultimate hanging sofa, perfect for suspending on a terrace or veranda, or even indoors.

Hanging lounger: Inspired by the high-ceilings of the villas at DEDON ISLAND, the SWINGREST hanging lounger, with 
its convenient suspens ion system, is as at home indoors as out.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coating. Swiveling side table consists of tabletop of solid surfacing material made from 
resins and minerals on an arm of powder-coated, die-cast aluminum. Upper tubes are wrapped with rope.
Characteristics: Organic, iconic, innovative, spacious, gracious, elegant and refined
Options: Canopy. May be used as a standing lounger when a base is attached
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. The ropes should be cleaned with a cleaning product 
available from DEDON.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.
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Tethering rope
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